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Abstract Computational science is rapidly developing, which pushes
the boundaries in data management concerning the size and structure
of datasets, data processing patterns, geographical distribution of data
and performance expectations. In this paper we present a solution for
harmonizing data access performance, i.e. finding a compromise between
local and remote read/write efficiency that would fit those evolving re-
quirements. It is based on variable-size logical data-chunks (in contrast
to fixed-size blocks), direct storage access and several mechanisms im-
proving remote data access performance. The solution is implemented in
the Onedata system and suited to its multi-layer architecture, supporting
organizationally distributed environments – with limited trust between
data providers. The solution is benchmarked and compared to XRootD
+ XCache, which offers similar functionalities. The results show that the
performance of both systems is comparable, although overheads in local
data access are visibly lower in Onedata.

Keywords: random access, variable-size block, distributed file system,
organizationally distributed environment

1 Introduction

Recent years have brought significant advances in computational science and
rapid development of data centers, which keep growing and employing modern,
distributed storage technologies. Big institutions are getting dedicated network
links and the throughput of network infrastructures is increasing. This techno-
logical progress aligns well with the trends in computational science that push
towards globalization and distributed computing. The idea of e-Science [11] al-
lows scientists from different fields and organizations to cooperate without bor-
ders, performing parallel, distributed analysis on large, shared datasets. How-
ever, current data access and sharing solutions can only partly fulfill this vision.
The reason behind the lack of suitable solutions is the challenging nature of
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data access globalization. Some relevant issues are: autonomy of data providers,
geographical distribution of vast datasets, complicated maintenance of network-
based communication, data security and privacy or decentralized authorization.
Among them there is efficient and cost-effective access and processing of distrib-
uted datasets in such decentralized environments.

Analysis of different use-cases show that scientists use very diverse methods
to process their datasets. Quite often the data is stored in giant (sometimes
sparse) files, which are read or written by variable-size chunks in a seemingly
arbitrary order – consider for example the popular HDF5 [9] format that can
hold multi-dimensional data. While sequential access is usually well handled, the
case of random read & write is a pitfall for most of network-based file systems.
When data is located on remote storage systems or distributed, these operations
trigger transfers of whole files or large blocks between storage clusters that can
generate unnecessary costs. Transfer management and optimization can be very
challenging, especially when files are accessed in a random manner.

In this paper we present our solution for harmonizing performance of se-
quential and random access to local and remote datasets in organizationally
distributed environments. The solution was implemented as a part of data ac-
cess system called Onedata [16,17], evaluated and compared to commonly used
XRootD virtual filesystem.

2 Related Work

Below is a summary of existing solutions related to efficient access to large, dis-
tributed datasets: distributed data access systems, solutions optimizing random
access performance of network-based storage and tools for large data transfers.

The need of unified data access is apparent as more and more initiatives
[22, 25] and products appear, trying to fulfill those requirements. For example,
IBM offers Active File Management (AFM) [12] as an additional layer over their
GPFS storage to achieve caching of data originating from remote sites (home-
and-cache model) with support for data modifications. By creating associations
between data clusters, one can implement a single namespace view across sites
around the world, though this requires full trust between them. XRootD [3] is
a commonly used, open-source alternative to GPFS + AFM, which embraces
a very similar model when coupled with XCache [7]. XRootD can be used to
unify access to different storage systems into a single virtual endpoint, accessible
from anywhere. XCache is essentially an XRootD service employing a caching
plugin, which manages a local cache of data read from remote sites for faster
consecutive reading. Like in IBM’s solutions, XRootD/XCache requires all the
sites to be federated. However, in contrast to AFM, XCache does not support
remote write operations. DataNet Federation Consortium (DFC) [5] aims to
implement a national data management infrastructure to streamline scientific
development. The prototype supports three types of federation mechanisms: (1)
tightly coupled federations, realized by federating iRODS data grids, (2) loosely
coupled federations, i.e. external services offering certain datasets for retrieval
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and querying and (3) asynchronous federations where queries to external services
are processed in an asynchronous (message queue based) manner. This approach
promotes (read-only) integration with open data services, rather than unifying
data access to distributed data providers. DFC employs iRODS [18] to create a
single federation, but it can be also used to achieve cross-federation data access.
However, it does not implement location transparency of the stored data. The
files must be manually moved/copied between iRODS Zones. It requires cer-
tain administrative effort to set up cross-federation data access – user accounts
pointing to their home Zone must be created in remote Zones.

As mentioned before, random access performance is a weakness of most file
systems, and especially problematic in network-based storage systems. There
have been attempts to overcome these limitations or introduce optimization
mechanisms. For example, in [29] the authors propose three methods to optim-
ize random queries on HDFS [20] and guarantee the performance of sequential
access. All the methods are based on network-level optimizations and yield sat-
isfactory results. Another attempt to adjust HDFS to random access profile is
presented in [15], where the authors introduce some low-level modifications to
make the filesystem better suited for computations in the field of High Energy
Physics (HEP). The next example is VarFS [10] – a filesystem build on Ceph [24]
especially for the purpose of random write operations. The general idea is that
instead of using objects or blocks of fixed-size as most file systems do, this layer
uses variable-size objects while remaining POSIX compatible. This way, ran-
dom write performance can be greatly increased and the overheads of sequential
write operations are acceptable. The conclusion is that it is possible to achieve
reasonable random access performance in a commonly used distributed data ac-
cess systems such as HDFS or Ceph, however these solutions are designed for
federated environments.

Data transfers are an inherent aspect of distributed data access systems.
Whenever a file is accessed remotely, it must be pushed through the network
between data sites. In the great majority of data access systems, fixed-size block
is used as the basic unit of data and only the required blocks are transferred. The
stability and latency of the network link have a significant impact on efficiency
– hence various optimization techniques are employed. They include prefetching
of blocks, caching the data locally, tuning the network etc. Pre-staging used to
be a reasonable choice in some scenarios, but with the growth of data volumes,
replication of whole datasets is becoming unviable. Still, there are many cases
where large files are moved between data clusters as part of the scientific pro-
cess. The choice of tools for managing data transfers is wide, see products from
Signiant [21], Axway [2], IBM [13] or Serv-u [19] as commercial examples. Non-
commercial solutions include mdtmFTP [28], FDT [8] or GridFTP [1], which is
extensively used in scientific communities. A common approach is to embrace
parallel network links between clusters to speed up file moving – this idea was
formalized in the Parallel FTP protocol [4].

The choice of tools for data access and transfers is wide, but there is a lack
of integrated solutions for efficient data access in organizationally distributed
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environments. Such solution should hide away the complexity of manual data
management between autonomous sites and offer a unified, transparent view
on all user’s datasets, at the same time ensuring the performance sufficient for
scientific computing.

3 Data Access in Organizationally Distributed
Environments

Our solution for harmonizing performance of sequential and random access to
local and remote datasets is a part of Onedata – an eventually consistent dis-
tributed data access system. Onedata aims to provide access to distributed data
under a single namespace [27]. Its main goal is to achieve truly transparent,
efficient, scalable and cost-effective data access to autonomous data providers,
despite the inherent lack of trust between them [17].

The Onedata system is based on a multi-layer architecture (see Figure 1).
Onezones provide an Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure, and me-
diate in cooperation of Oneproviders, which realize access to datasets stored
in different organizations. Oneclients, subject to Oneproviders, employ FUSE
(filesystem in userspace [23]) to implement POSIX data access and seamless in-
tegration with filesystems. While Onezones are key to overcome the lack of trust
in organizationally distributed environments, Oneproviders and Oneclients are
responsible for handling data access.

Users access their data through the Oneclient software using logical paths
pointing at logical files. To provide efficient data access without significant over-
heads, Oneclient accesses the data directly on the storage system whenever
possible. Otherwise, proxy mode is used – the data is read/written through
a network connection to Oneprovider. Prior to direct data access, Oneclient
gains knowledge about logical files from metadata managed by Oneprovider.
The metadata includes such information as logical filenames, permissions, ac-
cess types and a registry of data-chunks – as decribed below.

3.1 Data-chunks

Onedata introduces data-chunk as the basic unit of data. The content of each
logical file consists of one or more data-chunks, each representing a range of
bytes. Data-chunks have similar role as blocks in a standard filesystem, although
they can correspond to a series of blocks or other entities (e.g., objects) on
the underlying storage system. Thus, data-chunk handling is a vital factor in
data access scalability, performance and cost-effectiveness. Without appropriate
models for metadata consistency and synchronization [26], file metadata that
includes the registry of data-chunks can become a bottleneck of the whole data
access system (e.g. [6, 14,24]).

Datasets differ in characteristics – in extreme cases the files may be small
and numerous or large and sparse. While small data-chunk size would result
in creation of numerous data-chunks for big files, large data-chunk size would
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Figure 1. Multi-layer Onedata architecture and logical file matadata with data-chunks.

cause synchronization of large data pieces even when a single byte is read. Thus,
Onedata uses variable-size data-chunks – in specific cases, a data-chunk can
represent a single byte or the whole file.

Oneprovider services synchronize file metadata including the registry of data-
chunks (see Figure 1). When a data-chunk is overwitten by a Oneprovider, the
remaining Oneproviders mark the modified data-chunk as invalid. As the actual
file content is not exchanged, this is a lightweight mechanism even for large files.
Data transfers are performed only when a data-chunk being read is absent from
the Oneprovider that handles the reading. As needed, data-chunks are split on
the fly to limit the transfer size to the missing data range only. Therefore, the
variable-size data-chunks minimize the cost of remote data access.

All things considered, there are several advantages of variable-size block man-
agement in the context of highly distributed systems, which align well with our
concept of data-chunks:

– universal fit for small and large files,

– limiting the network and storage cost to possible minimum,

– flexibility and ability to dynamically adapt to circumstances,

– seamless integration with different underlying storage systems, no matter
their blocksize or type (file/object-based etc.).
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3.2 Models for metadata consistency and synchronization

Metadata access overheads can be related to round trip times, which are of-
ten impossible to reduce. For this reason, the metadata is replicated between
Oneproviders and cached by Oneclients. Whenever possible, it is processed loc-
ally and/or asynchronously. As a result, most of the metadata (including the re-
gistry of data-chunks) is eventually consistent and adopts last-write-wins conflict
resolution. The causal consistency model is applied only to metadata managed
by Onezones that is crucial for cooperation and security.

Since the overheads of synchronization grows with the number of entities that
exchange metadata, only Oneproviders that store parts of the particular dataset
are involved in processing and replication of the corresponding metadata.

3.3 Data access performance

One of the basic assumptions for Onedata is direct access to storage systems
whenever possible to retain the performance they offer. Scalability is achieved
by handling multiple underlying storage systems in parallel and limiting the
metadata processing overheads as much as possible, by using appropriate con-
sistency and synchronization models (see 3.2).

Data access performance can be further improved by employing specialized
mechanisms that support particular data access patterns when data is not access-
ible directly. However, the sequential and random data access patterns require
different optimization strategies to limit the negative impact of the network and
data access latency.

4 Harmonizing Random and Sequential Access

There are three main factors when considering efficient data access:

– operation: read/write,
– data location: local/remote,
– access pattern: sequential/random.

The write operation on the side of Oneclient works in the same way, regard-
less if local or remote. The data is written directly to the local storage system
and events are produced that update the data-chunk registry asynchronously.
This process is depicted in Figure 2 – initially, the file is stored only in the
second Oneprovider. Oneclient overwrites a part of the file content within the
first Oneprovider, a registry update is broadcasted and the data-chunk is inval-
idated in the second Oneprovider.

Similarly to the write operation, local data read is performed directly on the
storage system. In both cases, the only overheads are caused by fetching the file
metadata, which stays cached for faster consecutive operations. Essentially, the
efficiency of write and local read operations depends roughly on the local storage
system performance. Thus, to harmonize the performance of data access, we
focused mostly on mechanisms that support sequential or random data reading
from remote sites, discussing local operations for reference only.
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4.1 Sequential Remote Read

During sequential remote reading, Oneclient requests its Oneprovider to transfer
the missing data-chunks to the local storage as needed and reads the file block
by block. While certain data-chunks of the file may be distributed between many
remote Oneproviders, the key factor of sequential remote read performance is
reduction of the delay in access to non-local data-chunks. It is achieved using
a prefetching mechanism. For each opened file handle, Oneclient continuously
detects the access pattern (sequential vs. random), based on comparing the read
offsets on consecutive read operations. When a file is detected to be accessed
sequentially, Oneclient requests transfer from remote Oneprovider of more data
in advance to be immediately accessible as reading proceeds. Data transfers
are prioritized so that the prefetch requests do not hinder the transfers of data
needed instantly. Moreover, all Oneclients operating on a particular logical file
are asynchronously notified of any prefetched data-chunks in order to minimize
the number of transfer requests. In summary, Onedata employs three mechan-
isms that support sequential remote read: prefetching, prioritization of transfer
requests and broadcasting of information about synchronized data blocks.

4.2 Random Remote Read

Random read performance is cumbersome to optimize in any file system, espe-
cially when data is stored in a remote location. The introduction of data-chunks
greatly limits the network traffic caused by transfers, but reading a file remotely
(especially by small blocks) results in creation of numerous small data-chunks.
This causes the data-chunks registry to grow, increasing the costs of processing
and synchronization between Oneproviders. Moreover, the prefetching mechan-
ism in Oneclient is undesirable during random read, as it hampers the perform-
ance by transferring unneeded bytes. For these reasons, we introduced several
optimizations to data-chunk management and Oneclient behaviour to suite them
to remote data access.

The data-chunks registry includes information about data-chunks stored in
local and remote Oneproviders. The registry is updated whenever one of the
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following takes place: an event is received from Oneclient reporting data modi-
fication, an update of certain data-chunks appears from another Oneprovider or
a transfer request is completed. As random read can result in thousands of small
transfer requests per second, the overheads of synchronizing the data-chunks
registry with other Oneproviders become considerable. For this reason, we intro-
duced the distinction of public (instantly advertised) and private (stored only
locally) data-chunks. Public data-chunks are created as a result of data modi-
fications, so that other Oneproviders are quickly informed about any changes in
the file content. Private data-chunks are a result of replicating fragments of data
to the local storage. There is no need to broadcast them quickly – it is done only
after they are merged to a larger data-chunk and made public.

To minimize the costs of processing and synchronizing the data-chunks re-
gistry, it is based on a tree structure with fast offset-based access. Consequently,
the registry processing time grows logarithmically with size, and upon any modi-
fication, only the changed parts of the tree are broadcasted to other Onepro-
viders.

In case Oneclient determines that the file is not read in sequential access pat-
tern, it assumes that the file is accessed randomly and the prefetching algorithm
works differently. Rather than requesting consecutive parts of data, it discovers
which fragments (if any) of the logical file are accessed frequently and prefetches
them (see Figure 3). Such behavior is beneficial for two reasons. Firstly, it is
probable that further read operations will appear within such fragment and will
be handled much faster. Secondly, such aggregation merges several data-chunks
into a larger public one, decreasing the overall data-chunks number and trigger-
ing a broadcast of the aggregated data-chunk.

1. Initial state

2. Oneclient 1 reads blocks 

randomly

3. Fragment is prefetched and 

private data-chunks are merged

21

T
im

e

Public datachunk Private datachunk

Figure 3. During random read, private data-chunks are merged into a bigger one,
prefetched and published.

To summarize, the following mechanisms support random remote read in
Onedata: private data-chunks, data-chunk merging, selective tree-based pro-
cessing and broadcasting of the data-chunk registry, automatic discovery of ran-
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dom access pattern and frequently accessed fragments of logical files that trigger
prefetching of the whole fragment.

4.3 Influence of Random and Sequential Read on One Another

Due to their nature, sequential and random read require different optimizations.
Some of the mechanisms dedicated for one read type have an opposite effect
on the other. For this reason, Oneclient performs continuous detection of data
access pattern and adjusts its behaviour accordingly.

Besides access pattern recognition, Onedata harmonizes random and sequen-
tial access when many Oneclients operate on logical files sequentially and ran-
domly in parallel. In such case, randomly reading Oneclients trigger merging of
smaller data-chunks into larger ones, which makes certain fragments of files bet-
ter suited to sequential read. On the other hand, sequentially reading Oneclients
trigger prefetching, which does not block random read (due to lower priority) but
increases the chances of hitting already prefetched data during further reading.

5 Evaluation

We have performed benchmarks to verify the read and write performance and
estimate overheads introduced by the Onedata software. For reference, an in-
stallation of XRootD and XCache with standard settings has been tested using
the same underlying storage and benchmarks. The environment consisted of two
identical virtual machines: 12 CPU x 2GHz and 40GB RAM. All test cases were
based on a 64KB block and the test file size was 200GB. The network link
between the machines yielded about 5.2 Gb/s. The presented results have been
obtained from several runs with repeatable measurements.

5.1 Local Data Access

The purpose of testing local data access was mainly to estimate the overheads
of virtualization. Data was read or written to a test file by one process on one
host in three cases:

– directly on the storage system,
– via Oneclient connected to the Oneprovider on the host and with direct

access to the storage,
– via XRootDFS (FUSE-based client for XRootD) connected to the XRootD

server on the host.

Results of the tests are presented in Figures 4 and 5. Thanks to the fact
that Oneclient operates directly on the storage system and communicates with
Oneprovider only to fetch the required metadata, the measurements are close to
the underlying file system performance. XRootDFS uses a network link to the
XRootD server to read/write file data and yields lower results, despite the fact
that both client and server were located on the same machine. As a consequence,
when scalability is concerned, XRootDFS depends on the network capacity, and
Oneclient depends on the underlying storage scalability.
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Figure 5. Local write performance.

5.2 Remote Data Access

The environment for remote data access tests consisted of two machines, hosting
one of the following setups:

– Oneprovider on the first host, Oneprovider + Oneclient (with direct storage
access) on the second host,

– XRootD server on the first host, XCache + XRootDFS on the second host.

The tests included only remote read benchmarking. Remote write was not
tested, because it is not supported by XCache, and in Oneclient it works the
same way as local write and yields the same performance – the data is written
locally and overwritten data-chunks are invalidated in remote providers.

The test file was placed on the first host, and read by the client software on the
second host, via the caching layer (second Oneprovider / XCache). Effectively,
reading the file caused data trasfers between the Oneproviders or XRootD and
XCache. The file was read following three different patterns: sequential, random
and hybrid (starting from a random offset every time, a 20MB fragment was
read). The results are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Remote read performance – (a) sequential, (b) random, (c) hybrid.

Figure 6a shows that the prefetching mechanism in Oneclient works effect-
ively. The chart adopts a stairstep-like shape, depicting where the prefetching or
reading proceeded ahead of each other – the data is transferred by Oneprovider
to the local storage and then read directly by Oneclient. XCache was configured
with prefetching enabled and served the file in a slower, but stable manner.

Random remote read (Figure 6b) is the most pessimistic case for any filesys-
tem, as no prediction-based optimizations can be done when the access is com-
pletely random. This is where XCache is faster, thanks to its simpler architecture.
The data is fetched from remote XRootD, served to the client and cached locally
at the same time. On the other hand, Oneprovider transfers the data and writes
it to the storage before informing the client that it is ready to be read. Never-
theless, consecutive reading of the same blocks (if required) would be faster via
Oneclient (as shown in local read tests), and the total transfer size is about 15
times less for Oneclient thanks to variable-size data-chunks (64KB vs. 1MB de-
fault block size in XRootD). In this case, prefetching in XCache was disabled – it
is worth mentioning that while Oneclient detects the reading pattern automat-
ically, XCache needs to be restarted when prefetching settings change, making it
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less universally applicable. Moreover, the case of complete random read is quite
rare, usually there is a pattern that causes some file fragments to be read more
frequently than others.

Considering the above-mentioned, we have tested the two solutions in a more
likely scenario when the file is read by bigger fragments (20MB), but randomly
chosen every time (Figure 6c). Here, Oneclient and XRootDFS yielded similar
measurements – a result of a compromise between prefetching and random read
performance.

5.3 Discussion

The presented tests were performed on an elementary environment, where both
systems were running on default settings and without any tuning. The pur-
pose was to assess the impact of using variable-size data-chunks in comparison
to a fixed-size block approach in XRootD, as well as the mechanisms intro-
duced in Onedata in order to harmonize sequential and random data access.
That said, these benchmarks should not be perceived as an absolute compar-
ison of Onedata and XRootD + XCache performance. The results show that
our data-chunk based solution achieves performance comparable to a state-of-
the-art virtual filesystem based on a fixed block size, while offering additional
features such as remote write and ensuring lower overheads in local data access.
These tests should be treated as a proof-of-concept and their satisfying results
are our incentive to further refine and optimize the proposal. We plan to perform
tests in larger scale, on more complex environments, taking into account various
parameters and other state-of-the-art filesystems for reference.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we present our approach for harmonized data access in organiza-
tionally distributed environments. The solution has been implemented in a data
access system called Onedata. The purpose is to provide a universal solution for
data access that offers a satisfactory compromise between sequential and random
read/write performance. It is achieved by combining a multi-layer architecture
with Onezones with a novel approach to logical mapping of distributed file con-
tent – variable-size data-chunks, a layer over physical file blocks, objects etc.
The system achieves good performance owing to support for direct storage ac-
cess, which minimizes overheads during local data read and write, and a series of
optimizations and mechanisms for efficient data-chunk management that boost
remote data access: prefetching, prioritization of data transfers, event-based no-
tifications of data-chunk registry changes, reading pattern recognition, detection
of popular file fragments and data-chunks merging.

The universal character of Onedata means that it will not perform better
than solutions dedicated for certain use-cases. Nevertheless, scientific computing
is constantly developing, along with the diversity of datasets and data access
patterns, which promotes integrated solutions that can cover various use-cases
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with sufficient performance. Furthermore, the sizes of datasets are ever-growing,
which gradually makes pre-staging and full data replication obsolete, and en-
courages data access based on smaller file fragments. The proposed data-chunks
are well suited to those needs, and have the great advantage of minimizing net-
work and storage costs. The performance is comparable to the state-of-the-art
XRootD virtual filesystem, coupled with XCache, at the same time the Onedata
system offers more features, such as support for organizationally distributed en-
vironments and remote write, which are desired in scientific collaboration.

The future work includes further tests in larger scale and comparing more
filesystems, following further optimizations: lowering the overheads of data trans-
fer management, better access pattern recognition and increasing adaptability of
the prefetching mechanisms to minimize the idle time during sequential reading.
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